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birkhot ha-shahar#54335

 is the name of a whole section of the morning service. It is also 
a set of (traditionally) fifteen  that were first described in a passage in 
the Talmud. The Talmud doesn’t give a fixed order for these blessings, but rather 
gives a series of events and reactions. For example, When one opens one’s eyes 
one should say ‘Blessed is The One Who gives sight to the blind’. One takes the 
experience of opening one’s eyes for the first time in a morning as an opportunity. 
Opening one’s eyes is something everyone does every day. Adding a blessing 
connects God to that common action. The blessing literally says, “God lets the 
blind see.” But there is a secondary meaning. In certain ways we are all blind. 
There are things we should see that we don’t see. Opening our eyes physically 
reminds us of opening of our eyes spiritually. So it is with each of the .
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When one hears the rooster crowing one should say
‘Blessed is The One Who has given to the rooster (heart) 
understanding to distinguish between day and night’. 

When one opens one’s eyes one should say 
‘Blessed is The One Who gives sight to the blind’.

When one stretches and sits up one should say 
 ‘Blessed is The One Who unties the bound’. 

When one dresses one should say 
‘Blessed is The One Who clothes the naked’. 

When one stands up one should say 
‘Blessed is The One Who raises the bowed’.

When one steps onto the ground one should say 
‘Blessed is The One Who spreads the earth on the waters’. 

When one starts to walk one should say:  
Blessed is The One Who makes firm the steps of people’. 

When one ties one’s shoes one should say 
‘Blessed is The One Who has supplied all my needs’. 

When one fastens one’s girdle one should say 
‘Blessed is The One Who girds Israel with might’. 

When one covers one’s head one should say 
‘Blessed is The One Who crowns Israel with glory’. 

When one washes one’s face one should say 
‘Blessed is The One Who has removed the bands of sleep from my 
eyes and slumber from my eyelids.

Brakhot 60b
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  / 
Praised are You, Adonai     .1

Our God, Ruler of the Cosmos… …   .2

Our God, life of all the worlds… …   .2a

…Who has removed the bands of sleep from my eyes 
 and slumber from my eyelids. 

   
*. 

.3

…Who has given to the rooster understanding 
 to distinguish between day and night. 

     
.    

.4

…Who made me in (His) God’s image. .  .5

…Who made me in God’s image. .   .5a

…Who made me a Jew. .  .6

…Who made me free. .-/  .7

…Who gives sight to the blind. .  .8

…Who clothes the naked. .  .9

…Who unties the bound. .  .10

…Who raises the downtrodden. .  .11

…Who spreads the earth on the waters. .    .12

…Who provides for all my needs. *.-   .13

…Who makes firm the steps of people. .-  .14

…Who girds Israel with might. .   .15

…Who crowns Israel with glory. .   .16

…Who gives strength to the weary. .   .17

Kol Haneshamah (Reconstructionist Siddur) replaces line 2 with line 2a. Kol Haneshamah and Mishkan T’fillah (Reform Siddur) include line 3 
(Who has removed the bands of sleep from my eyes and slumber from my eyelids), which is not in Siddur Sim Shalom (Conservative Siddur). 
Mishkan T’fillah (Reform Siddur) changes line 5 to 5a (Who Makes me in God’s image), and does not include line 13 (Who provides for all my 
needs).
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Can you see the three letters  in these words?

 he makes = 

will make = 
your makings = 

         .1

         .2

        .3

  .        .4

  -        .5

  .        .6

  .-/        .7

Practice these phrases and circle all the words that contain the root .

ROOT ANALYSIS



.       

.-/       

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Review the vocabulary and make your best guess at the meaning of this .

TRANSLATION

     
Take your best guess at 
the meaning of this text. 
Your teacher will help you 
with your translation.

words

Adonai/Eternal = 
God = 

freedom = 

word parts

the = /
us/our/we = 

that/which/who = 
me = 
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Practice these words.

                           .1

                      .2

      -             .3

Practice these phrases.

       .4

      .5

 -/      .6

       .7

 .     .8

 .         .9

 .         .10

 .-/        .11
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Match these Phrases
Match these phrases by writing the number of the Hebrew phrase next to its English translation.

Who has removed the bands of sleep from 
mine eyes and slumber from my eyelids. 

*.     .1

Who gives sight to the blind. .  .2

Who spreads the earth on the waters . .   .3

Who made me a Jew. .    .4

Who girds Israel with might. *.-   .5

Who unties the bound. .  .6

Who made me free. .   .7

Who made me in God’s image. .  .8

Who makes firm the steps of people. .  .9

Who crowns Israel with glory. . /  .10

Who has given to the rooster understand-
ing to distinguish between day and night. 

.-  .11

Who raises the downtrodden. .  .12

Who gives strength to the weary. .   .13

Who clothes the naked. .-/  .14

Who provides all my needs.        
. 

.15



A man woke up in confusion every morning. He never knew where he put things. 
He spent a lot of time every morning searching for the things he needed to put on. 
One night he had a brilliant idea. He made a list of where he put each thing. When 
he woke up in the morning he picked up the list. “Pants—bedpost.” “Shoes—under 
the bed.” “Socks—in the shoes.” And so it went until he came to the end of the list, 
“Cap on the door knob.” The system worked. The man was proud. But then he asked, 
“Where am I?” He looked down at the list and discovered that his name was missing 
from the list. He looked all over the room and couldn’t find himself. After a while he 
gave up. Every night he used the list, but never again in the morning did he bother to 
look for himself. (Retold from Chasidic Tales Retold, UAHC, 1967)

Questions
1. How are   like a list of clothing to put on?
2. Where in   do we � nd ourselves?
3. How does knowing this story help you point your heart when you pray 

 ?
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Waking Up


